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“Financially it made  
a huge difference  

to us” 
 

Ingrid  
Crisis Recovery and  

Income Protection claim  
for breast cancer. 

 
 

WATCH THE VIDEO

The best support comes in many forms
In 2022, we paid over $2.1 billion in Retail, Group and Direct insurance claims – that averages out to over $40 million  
per week.

Trust is everything when it comes to insurance. Whether it’s paying claims, providing access to world class support programs 
and partnerships through AIA Embrace and AIA Vitality – we’re here to provide support on every step of the journey and help 
our 5.72 million customers live Healthier Longer, Better Lives. 

AIA Australia customers reflect on their claims experience^

$741m 
INCOME 

PROTECTION 
(35.4%)

$600m 
TPD  

(28.6%)

$142m  
CRISIS  
RECOVERY  
(6.8%)

$613m 
DEATH 
(29.2%)

$2.1b
TOTAL AIA CLAIMS PAID

$265m 
INCOME 

PROTECTION 
(33%)

$99m 
TPD  

(12%)

$275m 
DEATH  
(35%)

$796m
AIA RETAIL FINANCIAL  
ADVISER CLAIMS PAID 

$157m 
CRISIS  
RECOVERY  
(20%)

“Couldn't ask for a better 
insurance company” 

 
 
 

Adam  
Income Protection claim for 

a motor bike accident. 
 
 

WATCH THE VIDEO

“Getting the claim paid 
meant that we wouldn’t 

lose the house, or sell the 
business” 

 
Pasquale  

Crisis Recovery claim for 
heart attack. 

 
 

WATCH THE VIDEO

“I knew I had security 
of income” 

 
 

Andrew  
Income Protection claim 

and AIA Vitality motivated 
him in recovery. 

 
 

WATCH THE VIDEO

^ These testimonials represent individual customer circumstances and should not be construed as a recommendation to purchase or dispose of a financial product as individual 
experiences may vary. Individuals should obtain professional advice from a financial adviser in relation to their own personal circumstances and view the PDS and TMD available 
at aia.com.au

https://youtu.be/xwxpCwrl4bk
https://youtu.be/cPPiBgWyZSA
https://youtu.be/W31E_fp-24o
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Financial adviser customer claims summary 
 

Top 5 claim cases by type, as a percentage of payment amounts ($) in 2022. The top  
5 causes represent over 80% of AIA Australia’s total financial adviser customer claims.

AVERAGE 75 YEARS OLD AVERAGE 48 YEARS OLDAVERAGE 53 YEARS OLD

CLAIMANT AGE

TOP 5 CLAIM CAUSES^

HOW MANY CLAIMANTS AIA AUSTRALIA SUPPORTED IN 2022

RESPIRATORY INFECTIONS  
AND DISEASES 
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ACCIDENTS & INJURYSYMPTOMS, SIGNS & 
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ACCIDENTS & INJURY

CANCER

OTHER FACTORS  
INFLUENCING HEALTH

OTHER FACTORS  
INFLUENCING HEALTH

NERVOUS SYSTEM E.G. MND,  
MS, ALZHEIMER’S

NERVOUS SYSTEM E.G. MND,  
MS, ALZHEIMER’S

DEATH
CRISIS 
RECOVERY

AVERAGE 47 YEARS OLD

CANCER

MENTAL HEALTH

27% 73%

FEMALE MALE
34%

13% 

17% 

8% 

9% 

1089

32%

9% 

15% 

16% 

11% 

2918 

MUSCULOSKELETAL

NERVOUS SYSTEM E.G. MND,  
MS, ALZHEIMER’S

ACCIDENTS & INJURY

INCOME 
PROTECTION

TOTAL & 
PERMANENT 
DISABILITY

^ Shown as a percentage of AIA Australia’s total financial adviser customer claims paid in dollars ($)

FEMALES FEMALES FEMALES FEMALESMALES MALES MALES MALES



Completed 594 cancer 
screenings, including 
breast, bowel and 
cervical screens.

Leading causes of claims
Cancer

Cancer continued to 
account for the majority 
of AIA Australia Death and 
Crisis Recovery Financial 
Adviser customer claims in 
2022. 

Cancer survival rates 

Five-year cancer survival 
rates are increasing 
(meaning that, on average, 
people are more likely to 
survive for a least 5 years 
after a cancer diagnosis than they were in the past

1989-1993

2014-201852%

70%

Potential reasons for the increase survival rates include 
improvements in cancer detection, treatments and care,  
and a greater understanding of the risk factors associated 
with cancer. Cancer screenings programs also increase  
the likelihood of detecting cancer early, which leads to  
better outcomes.1

Mental Health

In 2022, almost a quarter 
of AIA Australia Income 
Protection claimants2  
were suffering from a 
mental health condition. 
Males represented 68% 
of these AIA Australia’s 
claimants and Females 
represented 32%.

Musculoskeletal 
conditions
Musculoskeletal conditions 
for females and males 
are the second and third 
highest claim causes 
($) respectively for 
AIA Australia Income 
Protection (IP) claims  
in 2022.

AIA Vitality creates a meaningful impact to our 
customers lives
As a leading insurer, we see the devastating impact that chronic health conditions can have on Australians and their families. 
A greater focus on prevention and early intervention is required to prevent conditions from developing in the first place, and to 
prevent existing conditions from deteriorating further. 

About 162,000 
new cases of 
cancer were 
diagnosed in 
Australia in 
2022.

1 in 2 (46%) 
Australians 
aged 16-85 have 
experienced a 
mental health 
disorder in their 
lifetime.1

3 in 10 (27% or 
6.9m) people 
suffered  
arthritis or 
musculoskeletal 
conditions1 in 
2020-21.
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In 2022 AIA Vitality members in Australia...

1. Australian Institute of Health and Welfare’s ‘Australia’s Health 2022 In Brief’ report

2. Claims through financial adviser customer claims 

https://www.aihw.gov.au/getmedia/c6c5dda9-4020-43b0-8ed6-a567cd660eaa/aihw-aus-421.pdf.aspx
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We’re committed to helping more people live healthier longer better lives, now and in  
the future.

That’s why we created AIA Embrace, our holistic wellbeing ecosystem of world-class programs and partnerships designed 
to support people’s everyday health and wellbeing at every stage of life’s journey.

Clients have access to programs that embrace and support better wellbeing. 

WHETHER THEY’RE WELL... FIND THEMSELVES UNWELL... OR THEY’RE RECOVERING.

PAGE 5
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AIA Embrace support at each stage of your clients’ health and wellbeing journey. 

From prediction and prevention, to diagnosis, treatment and recovery, AIA Embrace is made up of world-class programs and 
partnerships designed to help your clients stay in good health. Should they become unwell - we provide them with the care  
and support they need to get back to health and work sooner, so they can thrive, not just survive. 

AIA VITALITY - Know your health, improve your health, and enjoy the rewards

AIA Vitality offers clients the very best in personalised support across all areas of their health journey, and the more  
they put in the greater the rewards they get back.

PROGRAMS FOR WHEN YOU’RE UNWELL AND RECOVERING

CANCER RECOVERY PROGRAMS – Cancer Coach program, CaRe Movement, RESTORE CaRe

CHRONIC PAIN RECOVERY PROGRAMS – Pain Revolution, Pain Coach, RESTORE Active,  
Functional Upgrading

MENTAL HEALTH RECOVERY PROGRAMS – Mind Coach, RESTORE mental health

OTHER SUPPORT – Social Work Support and Business Coaching programs

RETURN TO WORK SUPPORT

AIA EMBRACE
Whether your clients  
are well, unwell or 
recovering, we’re helping 
them embrace better  
health and wellbeing   
every day.



Lead to That cause

AIA Australia’s actions
AIA Australia is focused on the critically important work of improving the nation’s health outcomes and helping Australians 
live healthier, longer better lives. 

Our purpose is to Make a Difference in People’s Lives and we’re focused on driving awareness of the importance of healthy 
behaviours. 

This is underpinned by 5590+. That is, preventing the five major non-communicable diseases – cancer, diabetes, respiratory 
disease, heart disease and mental health conditions –by improving the five modifiable factors that underpin these – physical 
inactivity, poor nutrition, smoking, excess alcohol and our interaction with the environment.

As a life, health and wellbeing insurer, AIA Australia has invested heavily in developing programs that support Australians 
to maintain and improve their health throughout their lives. To help people be healthier for longer and improve their overall 
wellbeing, AIA Australia has built an ecosystem of products, services and partners through five stages:

 

Predict Prevent Diagnose Treat Recover

Our shared-value approach means we put our efforts into projects and interventions that benefit not only our customers and 
business but society more broadly.
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• Smoking

• Unhealthy diet

• Physical inactivity

• Excessive alcohol consumption

• Interaction with the environment

• Respiratory disease

• Heart disease 

• Diabetes

• Cancer

• Mental health conditions  
and disorders
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https://www.aia.com.au/content/dam/au/en/docs/reports/5590-summary.pdf?mkt_tok=MjM1LUZYUy05OTkAAAF-hI5fIP5VS6Te6i4jhoq9sbHP3O_N8PC1jDGRdii6xkHFGKTNrQ5rLyz7K0VpJlMtC6Z8ZsVlsaBjdNVmrZtrTftZSvJDP-fiHJWF
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Support through the claims process

AIA Australia is committed to ensuring we’re supporting clients through the unexpected. We offer a range of tools and 
resources to support advisers and customers through the claims process.

For more information contact your AIA Client Development Manager  on 1800 033 490 or au.adviserservices@aia.com 

AIA Australia 
supports 

clients and 
Advisers

AIA EMBRACE

Support for clients whether 
they’re well, unwell or 
recovering. Helping them 
embrace better health and 

wellbeing every day.

DEDICATED CLAIMS  
CASE MANAGER 

We understand how  
important it is to have  

one main point of  
contact throughout  

the claims process.

CDM SUPPORT

When advisers need 
additional information  

for themselves or  
clients, we're only  
a phone call away.

ONLINE RESOURCES

Easy access to forms  
and documentation  
via the adviser site.

HOW 
WE ARE 

SUPPORTING 
CLIENTS AND 

ADVISERS

Copyright © 2023 AIA Australia Limited (ABN 79 004 837 861 AFSL 230043). All rights reserved. The life insurance policies relating to Priority Protection and Priority Protection for 
Platform Investors are issued by AIA Australia Ltd. This information is current at the date of this publication and subject to change. AIA Australia Ltd takes no responsibility for any 
incorrect information (by omission or otherwise) contained in this document. This provides general information only, without taking into account your objectives, financial situation, 
needs or personal circumstances. You should consider such factors and view the Product Disclosure Statement, available at aia.com.au, in deciding whether to acquire or continue 
to hold a financial product. This document is a summary of the circumstances in which AIA Australia Ltd pays claims under these policies. The payment of claims is subject to the 
terms and conditions of the relevant product as summarised in the relevant PDS. AIA Vitality is available with eligible products issued by AIA Australia. The case studies provided 
are for illustrative purposes only. For full terms and conditions of AIA Vitality partners, benefits and rewards, and to view the AIA Vitality Terms and Conditions and Benefit Guides 
see aiavitality.com.au. Partner terms and conditions may also apply. AIA Australia has adopted the Life Insurance Code of Practice, which contains minimum standards of service 
that customers can expect from insurers. The code can be found at https://www.aia.com.au/en/about-aia/about-us/industry-standards. AIA Australia has prepared a Target Market 
Determination which describes the class of consumers that comprise the target market for this product. The Target Market Determination can be sourced at aia.com.au/tmds

CLAIMS GUIDE

A simple outline of the options 
for you and your clients. 
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Handy tips for lodging a claim

We are committed to reviewing claims as quickly as possible. Here’s how you can help:

• Download claims forms from the adviser site or from the AIA Business Growth Hub and ensure all questions are completed 
on the claim form.

• Lodge your claim via paper or electronically via email.

• Attach any medical evidence required when you lodge the claim form.

• Check if there is any additional information you’re required to supply (e.g. medical practitioner’s statement, pathology, 
imaging, medical certificates or financial records for IP Claims).

https://www.aia.com.au/en/about-aia/about-us/industry-standards
http://aia.com.au/tmds
http://www.aia.com.au/en/adviser/business-growth-hub/resource-library/underwriting-and-claims.html
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